
Functions

Is it a function?

Each x is assigned only one y.

Vertical line test

No y^2, absolute value of y, or +- x allowed

Evaluate a function

If in equation form, set up function in blanks

If in graph form, look up x value, find
corresponding point and answer the y
value

If in table or set form, look up x value, find
corresponding point and answer the y
value

Graph

Intercepts

x intercepts
Set y=0 and solve (?,0) form

y intercepts
Set x=0 and solve (0,?) form

Linear

Ax+By=C Find x- and y- intercepts and graph (cover up method)

y=mx+b or f(x) = mx+b

Start point at b value on y axis and do m
slope as rise over run to get a second
point and graph

y=# Crosses y axis, so horizontal.  Slope = 0.  Graph at #

x=#

Crosses x axis, so vertical.  Slope is
undefined.  Graph at #

Quadratic

y=a(x-h)^2+k

Get vertex @ (h,k) and plot one more
point.  (Over 1 and up/down a)

y=ax^2+bx+c
find vertex with (-b/2a, f(-b/2a))  (x=-b/2a)

Use c value as y intercept or over 1 and up/down a

Exponential

Horizontal asymptote is the constant term

pick the x that makes the exponent zero and plot

pick another point close by and plot

Logarithm

Vertical asymptote is the x value that
makes the stuff in the log = 0

Pick x value that makes the stuff in the log = 1

Pick x value that makes the stuff in the log = base

Other

Absolute value, cube, 1/x, square root Plot points

Domain

From graph

Domain is smallest x to largest x

Range is smallest y to largest y

Rational

Set denominator = 0 and solve.  Domain
is all except solutions

Radical

Set stuff under radical (radicand) >= 0
and solve.  Domain is interval answer.

Log

Set stuff inside log > 0 and solve.  Domain
is interval answer.

Other

Linear (not vertical), quadratic,
polynomial, exponential, absolute value,...All real numbers

Find Equation of Function

Linear

Given one point and the slope

Use Point Slope form
y-y1=m(x-x1)

Given two points

Find slope with
m=(y2-y1)/(x2-x1)

Use Point Slope form
y-y1=m(x-x1)

Given one point and parallel to line L

Find slope of line L by solving for y and
looking at x coefficient.  Use the same
slope and

Use Point Slope form
y-y1=m(x-x1)

Given one point and perpendicular to line L

Find slope of line L by solving for y and
looking at x coefficient.  Use the opposite
reciprocal slope (flip it and reverse it) and

Use Point Slope form
y-y1=m(x-x1)

Quadratic

Given vertex and a point

Use y=a(x-h)^2+k and plug in x, y, h, k to
find a.  Then rewrite with a, h and k

Given 3 points

Plug each point into y=ax^2+bx+c to get
three equations, each with a,b and c.
Solve the 3 by 3 system and plug in
resulting a,b, and c into y=ax^2+bx+c
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